Security Solutions

Bringing your business to the future of security

security.gallagher.com
In today’s world, organizations face diverse security challenges and business risks. Innovative solutions are key in order to mitigate risk, maximize workflow, and ensure compliance with policy and regulation.

Success lies in utilizing tailored security solutions that provide you with the latest technology and business management systems.

Innovation is in our blood. Every day we are inspired by our customers to develop the very best technology, manufacture the highest quality product, and deliver the strongest possible security solutions.

Sir William Gallagher, CEO, Gallagher Group Limited
Gallagher’s security solutions protect some of the world’s most valuable assets. Our experience in the security industry and acclaimed expertise in research, design, and development, have seen us grow into a multi-national organization with customers in more than 100 countries across the globe. Our security and business management systems are employed in all major industries, including national and local government, military and defense, transport and logistics, critical infrastructure, mining, corrections, finance, education, entertainment, and healthcare.

**Certified Channel Partners**

We work in collaboration with our network of Certified Channel Partners to deliver our products and systems to you. Gallagher Channel Partners are security installation professionals who have received accreditation through our rigorous training and product certification program.

**Industry alliances**

Gallagher is proud to work with some of the best technology companies in the world to provide a comprehensive suite of security solutions. Our third-party partnerships are developed with companies who share our values of outstanding quality, excellence in innovation, and a commitment to our customers.

**Support services**

From planning and configuring systems, to site commissioning, remote software diagnostics, and on-site assistance, supporting our customers is very important to us. To enable your staff to operate the system at its full potential, we provide in-depth and ongoing training. Should an issue occur, you have access to our team of technical support experts, who are available by telephone 24 hours a day.
Gallagher’s Command Centre security management platform is recognized as one of the world’s most powerful security systems. At its core, the system integrates access control, intruder alarms management, perimeter security, and business policy execution. Command Centre provides a single user interface across a broad spectrum of functionality.

Gallagher’s perimeter security solutions can be tailored to suit your individual requirements and work within your budget. Non-lethal electrified or non-electrified fencing provides the first line of defense in preventing unauthorized access, and can be used in conjunction with existing fence structures or can be installed as an independent freestanding fence.

Gallagher’s networked perimeter solutions provide an advanced level of perimeter security through the use of highly intelligent controllers, detection sensors, and monitoring devices which actively report on the fence status and generate alarms and notifications accordingly.

Controllers have the capacity to interface with other systems including: outdoor lighting - enabling lights to turn on automatically in an area where a security breach is occurring; and video surveillance - producing a visual record of attempted attacks on the perimeter.
Intelligent identity management

Delivering more than traditional access control, Gallagher’s solution provides integrated identity management for employees, contractors, and visitors, across multiple sites and zones. Through credential-based access profiles, the system supports business compliance by validating, in real-time, that those entering a site or restricted zone are compliant with the necessary policies, licenses, and training.

Gallagher’s T-Series suite of next generation contactless card-readers and terminals deliver outstanding performance in high-traffic areas and have been designed to withstand adverse environmental conditions.

The durability and robust design allows for external mounting and ensures an extended life expectancy that consistently delivers a return on investment.

The Gallagher PIV (Personal Identity Verification) Solution, purpose built and approved for the United States, delivers exceptional security with the fastest form of authentication for the Federal market. Compliant with the latest Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 201, its simple, effective, and efficient end-to-end architecture enforces both business policies, identity, and credential management to all government employees and contractors.

Integrations

Integrations with third-party solutions enable you to bring information from imaging systems, biometrics, intercoms, elevators, non-wired doors, building management systems, and human resource programs, into Gallagher’s Command Centre application, creating a single, central operating platform which manages total site security.
Intuitive Features

Features that streamline business processes and future-proof your investment

Scalability
The Gallagher solution supports an unlimited number of cardholders, doors, and fence zones, providing unrestricted expansion potential that enables the system to grow in line with your evolving operational needs.

Reporting
Gallagher’s Command Centre software management platform provides superior reporting functionality giving you complete flexibility for producing meaningful audit trails. Reports are easily customized and simple to create, resulting in reduced administration time.
Innovative product development positions us as a world-leader in the provision and distribution of security systems.

Data control
Through the Command Centre platform, personnel data including human resource information, security access permissions, licensing and training records, and photo identification, can be imported, managed, and shared with other systems – enabling you to maintain a single source of data.

Visitor Management
Gallagher’s Visitor Management Workstation provides a targeted user interface for reception staff to manage the arrival and departure of visitors to site - including updating visitor details, capturing ID photographs, printing visitor labels, assigning escorts, and providing a visitor access card. The system provides manual or automated email/SMS communication to notify hosts of a visitor’s arrival or alert staff about a visitor whose time on-site has expired.

Gallagher’s Visitor Management Kiosk integrates seamlessly with the Visitor Management Workstation, enabling visitors arriving on-site to sign-in for a visit independently of a receptionist by using the touch-screen kiosk.
Access Control

From one door to thousands of doors, Gallagher’s access control solution provides organizations with peace of mind that movement throughout their site is managed simply and efficiently to ensure operational continuity and a safe, secure environment.
Gallagher delivers a complete site management solution with a product architecture that flows from powerful software to robust and reliable hardware. Connected via information networks, all of the components combine to provide your site with a scalable, effective and reliable security solution.
A Truly Global Operation

We have offices and staff located around the world enabling us to meet with you personally and truly understand your operational needs.

Operating across a broad range of industries, Gallagher has the experience and expertise to help you strengthen your organization’s security and enhance your operational efficiency. No matter your requirements, our team of solution specialists will work with you to design a system that perfectly meets your business requirements.
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